Administrative Understandings
Relative to SD 86-15

1. Classification codes of 1,2,3,4 will be reported to Purdue University as
codes 1,3,5,7 respectively. This will have an impact on probation and
dismissal standards as explained in comments below concerning section
9.4.

2. Section 3.7.2 will not be formally implemented until further negotiations
are concluded concerning drops during weeks 5-9 with a grade of W.

3. Section 9.2 will not be formally implemented, as the section concerns
transcript notations of academic recognition, until further negotiations
are concluded among all Purdue campuses.

4. Section 9.4 will not be formally implemented for Purdue University stu-
dents until further negotiations are concluded among all Purdue campuses.
Pending these negotiations, current Purdue policies for probation and
dismissal will be used for Purdue students, except that the change in
classification codes described above will influence the standards for
some students.